OUR IMPACT

SINCE OUR START IN OCTOBER 2015, WE HAVE:

- Delivered 60,000+ blankets to children
- Hosted 800+ blanket making events with community members
- Established 22 Michigan hospital partners

CONNECT WITH US!

Warehouse Location/Mailing Address:
24715 Crestview Ct.,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335

- 313.451.3665
- info@fleeceandthankyou.org
- fleeceandthankyou.org

FOLLOW US:

- Facebook
- Instagram
- YouTube

Tax - ID#: 47-5263037

FLEECCE & THANK YOU

COMFORTING HEARTS.
CREATING SMILES.
OUR MISSION
Since October 2015 we wanted to ensure that every child facing hospital treatments received comfort in the form of a fleece blanket and an inspiring video message of support. We soon found out that 30,000 children in the state of Michigan go into the hospital every year. With that number in mind, it is our goal to serve these children facing illnesses and their families supporting them through our programs, services, and materials.

"I had my surgery 2 years ago and every time I’m wrapped up in my blanket I remember how loved I am, even in my hardest of times."

OUR BLANKET KIT
Our blanket kits provide essential comfort and connection for kids facing extended hospital stays. Each kit comes with a special patch allowing you the blanket-maker to send a video message of support to the child that will receive it. For children that feel disconnected from family and friends, this video message gives them a friend in a time of need!

OUR PROCESS
- Blanket kits made from raw materials at our facility.
- Blankets are made at blanket-making events or by individuals.
- Blankets go through quality control at our facility.
- Blankets get delivered to the next hospital that needs their comfort.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
Children in hospitals need comfort every day of the year, and they want to be connected to friends outside the hospital. You can be that personal connection and make a child smile -- here's how:

- Order kits now, and either get a group together to host a blanket-making event or make blankets on your own!
- Volunteer your time at our warehouse, blanket-making events, and annual events.
- Make a donation to continue the mission of comforting children in hospitals!

Interested in getting involved!? Learn more at: fleeceandthankyou.org